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Resume
On considere lapplication dune methode de gradient au controle optimal dun systeme dont
la simulation est couteuse Une strategie sinspirant des methodes multiniveau est appliquee
pour travailler avec un nombre croissant de parametres Cette strategie est appliquee au
probleme academique de loptimisation de la forme dune tuyere pour des ecoulements sub
soniques et transsoniques regis par les equations dEuler
A HIERARCHICAL APPROACH FOR SHAPE
OPTIMIZATION
abstract
We consider the gradient method applied to the optimal control of a system for which each
simulation is expensive A method for increasing the number of unknowns and relying on
multilevel ideas is tested for the academic problem of shape optimization of a nozzle in a
subsonic or transonic Euler 	ow
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Introduction
The ultimate purpose of simulation studies of industrial processproducts is the automated
computeraided optimization of some parameters that are often shapes
From this point of view Automated ComputerAided Shape Optimization is thought as
an external software optimization loop calling another software level for simulation of
one or several physical processes ex 	ow simulation 
In many simplied cases the optimization can be reduced to an inverse problem that can
ideally be just as costly as a single simulation however in the most general cases it seems
necessary to organize the optimization as a succession of simulations with increasingly
better parameters deduced by an optimization software kernel In that general case
the simulation code is considered as a black box the most reluctant consequence is that
nding N optimal parameters will be paid at least by N simulations
In practical cases this gure is much larger so that either only simulations with rather
simpliedmodels can be used eitheror only a very small number of parameters is considered
for optimization
For aerodynamics D Full Potential 	ows begin to be used      often
less than  parameters are used
If we examine more accurately the CPU cost of this kind of optimization we note that
for a standard optimizer a cost that is a linear function of the number N of unknown param
eters is an ideal situation that generally is not attained Instead the problem stiness
increases with the number N and is paid by a N  complexity   
An additional question is starting from a shape optimization problem how to derive
a parametrization with an adhoc number N of unknowns
Many answers to this question have been already proposed  smooth continuous curves
can be used Beziers splines  see for example    for recent studies Another
point of view is to solve inverse problems in order to obtain a sample of physically relevant
shapes eg aerodynamic shapes deduced from prescribed pressure distributions 
This chapter presents a study of a hierarchical strategy in which the number of parameters
is progressively increased This is applied to an academic problem of nozzle inverse shape
optimization
A family of embedded parametrizations are build for describing smoothly the nozzle
shape
Although the ideas are rather simple we think they have no been yet much tested and
we present a rst set of comparisons between the hierarchical strategy and standard one
using the steepest conjugate or not gradient method in the case of unconstrained opti
mization We emphasize that faster optimizer such as GMRES could be applied  this
might deserve further study in particular since the hierarchical strategy can be combined
with fast optimizers  however in this paper we stay at a basic level

A last characteristic of the present study is that Euler 	ows are considered we have
shown in 
 that for a precise approximation an adjoint method could be applied yielding
by an analytical dierentiation a gradient for the functional
In the case where a gradient is not analytically computed nitedierences relying on
perturbations of parameter will produce costly  an approximate gradient
Both approaches analytical gradient approximate gradient are considered in the sequel
and the advantages of the hierarchical strategy are evaluated in both cases
The plan is therefore the following  in Section  we formalize the interaction between a
descent method and a parametrization
The proposed hierarchical parametrization is depicted in Section  and the multilevel
optimization strategies in Section 
Applying the method to solve by optimization a twopoint boundary value problem is
already an interesting experiment as demonstrated by Section 
 In Section  we present
the studied shape optimization problem Section  is devoted to shape optimization with an
analytical gradient Section  is devoted to the approximate gradient case

 Parametrization in optimization
Let j be a realvalued functional dened on an Hilbert space E
We consider the optimization problem 
Find  u such that j u ! min
u E
ju   
Let us consider the problem of introducing a parametrization in an optimization process
Let F be a second Hilbert space and P a linear continuous mapping from F to E Then
we construct the following iterative algorithm 
 

u  given
un ! un   PP "Ej un

where P   LEF  is the adjoint of P  "E is the canonic isomorphism between E and
E and jun is the Frechet derivative of j at un  For all u  E  we dene the gradient of
j at u in the following way gradE ju ! "E j
u
Lemma  
Algorithm  is the application of the gradient method to the minimization problem
Find  v such that joP  v ! min
v  F
joP v  
Proof 
Let v   v be two elements of F  we have
 gradF joP v  v F ! joP 
 v   vF ! j
P v oP
v   vF 
where the notation    represents the duality between a Hilbert space and his dual and
   represents the scalar product of a Hilbert space
Actually using the linearity of P  we obtain 
 gradF joP v  v F ! jP v oP  vF
! j P v   P vE
!  gradE jP v   P v E
!  P  gradE jP v   v F  

Thus we have proved that P gradE ju corresponds to the gradient of joP in the space
F Then the following algorithm solves  with a gradient method 
 

v  given
vn ! vn   P "E jP vn
Finally applying the operator P we obtain 
P vn ! P vn  PP
"E j
P vn 
which corresponds to Algorithm 
Lemma  
Algorithm  is a weak descent method for the optimization problem  ie
jun  jun for n small enough  

Proof 
From Taylor formula we have 
ju# Pv ! ju#  gradE ju P v E # ov  
Let  be a real strictly positive and v !  P gradE ju then we obtain
ju# Pv ! ju#  gradE ju PP
gradE ju E # o
ju# Pv ! ju    P gradE ju P
gradE ju F # o  
From previous expressions we deduce that if  is small enough we have ju# Pv  ju 
ie with a good choice of the step  the property 
 is veried
Remark
We can notice that we have not a descent direction on a strict sense ie jun  jun
In fact we can have simultaneously P gradE ju !  and gradE ju !  in this case we
obtain the solution of the minimization problem  which is not equivalent to the problem



 Hierarchical parametrization and interpolation
We are interested in using a set of parametrizations involving dierent numbers of param
eters the number of parameters describes the coarseness of the parametrization or level
Coarser and ner levels will be applied alternatively like in a multigrid process The purpose
of this section is to show how these dierent parametrizations can be mathematically derived
from ner ones by a mechanism of interpolation The simplest interpolation we can have
is the linear interpolation let xj a new node located inside xi  xi  we have 
Pfj ! jfi # jfi  with j !
xj   xi
xi   xi
and j !   j  
Let l be the number of parameters on the coarser level and m the total parameter number
m  l   we have then P  LIRl IRm 
This is a particular case of the previous section with F ! IRl and E ! IRm 
Thus if we suppose that we have p new nodes between two old nodes we obtain the
following expression of the matrix associated to the operator P 

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
 
  


p p 
  
   


 p p 
   
       


  p p    


CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
This operator produces an interpolated curve that presents discontinuous derivatives at
old nodes let us dene a smoother interpolation the basic principle that we shall use here
is to dene new points such that high order nite dierences are minimal a rst consequence
is that P is sparse with a rather small bandwidth

We distinguish two families of such interpolations
Explicit parametrization 
Pfj is directly dened from values fi      fil of f on existing coarse nodes Pfj !
linear combination of fi      fil 
Implicit parametrization 
Pf is dened from an implicit equation 
X
kfine
ikPfk !
X
qcoarse
	iq fq  
Only parametrizations of the rst family are now presented
A rst explicit example
For each interval xi xi we take the third degree polynomial P such that
Pxi ! fi  Pxi ! fi 
dP
dx
xi ! f
 
i and
dP
dx
xi ! f
 
i with the following notation
f
 
i !
fi   fi
 xi   xi
 
Then the operator P is dened as follows for each new node xj we have
Pfj ! Pxj 
Let 
   
  
  
 four functions dened on xi xi by 

 x !
xi   xx# xi   xi
xi   xi
 
x !
x  xix  xi
xi   xi


x !
xi   xx# xi   xi
xi   xi
 
x !
x  xix  xi
xi   xi

then the polynomial P can be written in the following way
Pxj ! 
xj fi # 
 xjfi # 
xjf
 
i # 
xjf
 
i  
If we report now the expressions of f
 
i and f
 
i  we obtain nally the interpoled value Pfj 

Pfj ! Gjfi # F jfi # F jfi #Gjfi  
with F  ! 


#   


 and G !  


    
Thus in this case P is given by

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
  
G F  F  G 




Gp F p F p Gp 
    
 G F  F n G 




 Gp F p F p Gp 
     
 G F  F  G    




 Gp F p F p Gp    
      
 G F  F  G   




 Gp F p F p Gp   


CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
A second explicit example  nested parametrization
We begin to interpolate at the middle of each xi xi  If we use the previous inter
polation with p !  and j !


  we obtain 
Pfj !


fi # fi 


fi # fi   
In Figure  the symbol     represents the values of fi of the rst parametrization
while the symbol    the interpolated values Pfj  then starting from the new set
of points we calculate by the same interpolation rule an other set of points symbolized in
Figure  by  #  and we repeat this procedure until all points are generated

Let h be the number of employed levels then we can summarize this interpolation by
Equation  and the following system
 

Pk  LIRmk   IRmk  with mk ! mk    and m  ! l  mh ! m
 k !      h  
Pkfj !


Pkfi # Pkfi 


Pkfi # Pkfi
P ! Ph o Ph o    o P

Pfj is still expressed by linear combination of fi      fil but the maximumnumber
of terms equal to four for the precedent case and to two for the linear interpolation is here
variable Although we do not have yet any theorical argument to prove it we observe that
this process yields smooth discrete curves this will be illustrated in the numerical experi
ments of Sections 
  
l e v e l 1 ( c o a r s e )
( f i n e )
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l e v e l 
l e v e l 
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Figure  Sketch of the nested interpolation
 Multilevel optimization strategy
The basic idea is to compute a descent direction with alternatively dierent levels of parametriza
tion
At rst we consider the Full Vcycle strategy according to the multigrid theory 
which consists of the following phases 
we start doing several iterations on the coarsest level then in a second phase and for several
other iterations the optimization is made alternately on coarsest level and on next level etc

In Figure  this strategy is plotted for three levels
We can also use a $nested iterationstrategy  beginning on the coarsest level we
converge successively on each level until the nest one see Figure 
We have to choose some criteria of changing the phase in our multilevel strategy The
main di%culty is to decide when we have su%ciently converged
We summarize here the algorithm giving a descent direction at the nth optimization
iteration 
 rst we have computed a gradient gn ! grad jun 
 Assuming that we are on level i with li parameters we can associate to this level an
interpolation Pin  IRli 	 IRm dened in the previous section gFn ! P

in gn is then
a descent direction in the space IRli see Section 
 Finally we obtain a descent direction on the nest level given by the following expres
sion
dn ! Pin P

in gn  
Remarks
 If the level i is the nest level we have obviously dn ! gn 
 We have as many dierent PP  as number of levels
The relationship between a level and an optimization iteration depends of the choice of
multilevel strategy and of the criterion For example in the case presented in Figure
 the same interpolation P is used for the iterations 
   and 

CC CC CCC
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Figure  Sketch of full Vcycle strategy on  levels C for coarse M for medium F for ne
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Figure  Sketch of nested iteration strategy on  levels C for coarse M for medium F for
ne

 A simplied linear example
 Problem denition
We try to solve the following D problem  

 &u# u ! f on  
u ! u ! 

Using the spatial discretization of   below
&x !

N
 xj ! j&x for j !      N 
and a nite volume approach we obtain for each cell Ci ! xi  

 xi  

 Z
Ci
u &u !
Z
Ci
u 
Z
Ci
&u !
Z
Ci
f  
We choose as unknown the mean value of u on Ci and we suppose f constant on Ci 
equal to fi 
&xui   u
ji  

  uji  

 ! &x fi  
Using a centered approximation of the derivative
 

&x
ui # ui #  #

&x
ui ! fi 
thus we have to solve the following linear system 
AW ! b  
where
 

W ! uii
b ! fii
 A !

BBBBBBBBBBB
 # 
x
   
x
   
  
x
 # 
x
   
x


        
      
x
 # 
x


CCCCCCCCCCCA
This matrix is symmetric positive denite 
Thus in this case solving the linear system  is equivalent to minimize the following

quadratic function 
JW  !


 AWW     bW 
and we apply a steepest descent method to minimize J on IRn 
Let Wk be a solution at step k of the optimization the derivative of J at Wk is dened
here by 
W  IRn J Wk W ! AWk   bW  
we know also that gk ! AWk   b is a descent direction
If now we use a hierarchical approach we obtain the following expression for the descent
direction see Section  
hk ! PP
gk  
Finally employing the PolakRibiere conjugation a new descent direction is found
dk ! hk #
 hk hk   hk 
 hk hk 
dk  
We choose for descent step the real ' which minimizes
JWk # 'dk !


 Adk dk  '
#  gk dk  ' # JWk 
and we obtain then the following algorithm that solve the linear system 
W k ! W k  
 gk dk 
 Adk dk 
dk  

 Numerical experiments
We solve the linear system  for successives values of N 
N !   #  !   N !  #  ! 
  N !  #  ! 
  N !  #  !  For
the right hand side b  we choose to take fi !  for all i  Then we compare the convergence
history logarithm of the gradient as a function of the number of optimization iterations for
dierent strategies see in Figures 
   
a conjugate gradient method without any hierarchical approach with PP  ! Id a Full
Vcycle FVC strategy with and without conjugation ie we have respectively for descent
direction dk and hk 
We see in the four Figures the same behaviour if the conjugate gradient method convergence
varies linearly with respect to the unknowns number N  conversely for the hierarchical
strategies the convergence seems independent of N it is likely proportional to the number
of levels logN  The two hierarchicalmethods converge respectively with near  iterations
and less than  iterations here an iteration represents a good measure of CPU cost We
can notice that the addition of the conjugation deteriorates the Full Vcycle strategy

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Figure 
 Convergence history of the gradient N!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
 Shape optimization problem
Since the background information in a 	ow simulation code can be huge we do not describe
it in details but we give only the basic informations to understand what is going on
readers interested in performing this type of computation will nd the complete information
set in 
 and  for both 	ow simulation and gradient derivation by the adjoint method
 Continuous problem
We consider a family of D nozzles since they are symmetric we can solve the problem for
an half of nozzle The geometry is dened as follows 
 the axis is a straight segment equation  y !  
 the wall is straight of height   for x in      and x in   
  
 the part of the wall to be optimized is the graph a function  of x for x belonging to
  
 the wall shape is smooth enough
The 	ow of an ideal gas is going through the nozzle entering at
x !     y    and exiting at x ! 
   y   
The global geometry is sketched in Figure 
0
0.5
-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
y = (x)
Figure  Nozzle geometry
To any shape  smooth enough we associate the domain ( bounded by the nozzle and
the solution W of the steady Euler equations 
F Wx #GWy !  in ( 
with inout boundary conditions for x !   and x ! 
 and with slip boundary condition
at nozzle axis and wall From the 	ow variable W we can extract the pressure distribution

P on the upper variable wall 

P     	 IR
Px ! pressure of W at y ! x
A cost functional j is then dened as follows 
j !
Z 
 
P   Pdesired
 dx 
in which Pdesired is a given target pressure distribution
The optimization problem is 
Find  ! Arg min

j  
Remark  a variant can be to prescribe a pressure distribution in other parts of the
domain the present study still holds while usual inverse methods would not We have
described an example in Section 

 Discrete problems
The family of domain parametrized by functions  is discretised and covered by a family of
concertinalike meshes with rows lying on xed vertical lines as sketched in Figure 
Figure  Domain discretization
The shape  is dened by the node ordinates   
 IRN  The Euler equations are
discretized with an rstorder accurate wind olume heme with nodes at
vertices dual cells built with medians and the van Leer 	ux Vector Splitting  

We can then obtain a discrete cost function 
j  IRN 	 IR  	 j !
X
i   curve
P i   P
i
desired
  

In the sequel for the sake of comparison with less general methods we have chosen to
construct the distribution Pdesired from a given shape and solving the corresponding discrete
Euler system 
Pdesired ! Pgiven 
As a consequence we expect to nd opt ! given and jopt ! 
the purpose of the experiment is to see how fastly we nd it
This optimization inverse problem is considered with the following target 
given  yx !


#


sinx#



and the initial geometry before optimization is dened by
initial  yx !


 
The chosen mesh has 
 nodes with  shapecontrol nodes N !  see Figure  The
Mach contours of the 	ow obtained with a nodes mesh in subsonic case see Section
 are zoomed in Figure  unaccuracy in particular loss of symmetry is explained
mainly by the rstorder accuracy of the scheme
MIN = 0.179   MAX = 0.417     DLTA =  0.0082      ISO-REFERENCE  :   0.2
Figure  Mach contours

 Optimization with gradient

 Gradient method
It has been shown in 
 that the above discrete cost functional could be dierentiated by
introducing an adjoint state to the Euler system In this section we apply a gradient method
or a conjugategradient CG method using the gradient of j as conjugategradient a Polak
Ribiere orthonormalization is applied as in Section 
 for both algorithms steepest versions
are used they involve a D minimization consisting of rstly a dichotomic research and
nally a parabolic interpolation that ensures a quadratic nal convergence the total expense
for one global gradientconjugategradient iteration is one adjoint state solution and 
 cost
evaluations involving 
 stateequation solutions As it is shown in the experiments of 

an high precision up to  Jacobi iterations must be achieved in solving the linear systems
for cost function and adjoint state evaluations In the D minimization which requires 

cost evaluations an high accuracy is not necessary  in this procedure the precision in solving
the dierent systems is  times less than in the previous case

 One level experiments
First we present results obtained using only one level  optimization parameters for a
subsonic 	ow In Figure  the convergence of j to zero is plotted as a function of gradient
iteration the nonconjugate gradient is compared to the conjugate one Without conju
gation the convergence is rather slow while we obtain more than ve order of magnitude
in one hundred gradient iterations for the conjugate gradient even if some di%culties are
encountered at the beginning see Figure 

	 Full Vcycle sensitivity to parametrization
We return now to usual non conjugate gradient and we apply a Full Vcycle strategy with
four levels respectively    and  unknowns We implement dierents parametrizations
 a linear interpolation a cubic one and a nested parametrization with cubic interpolation
With respect to the onelevel algorithm we observe a tremendous acceleration In fact as
it is sketched on Figures  and 
 the solution at th gradient iteration is already rather
good The convergence is faster with a smoother interpolation and considerably more fast
with a nested parametrization see Figure  Unfortunately we did not obtain yet an
e%cient combination of hierarchy with conjugate gradient

 Nested iteration with conjugate gradient
We apply the conjugate gradient method successively on ve levels with respectively  
   unknows while the interpolation is nested cubic one the conjugation vector is not
reset to zero between two phases This strategy appears to be already very e%cient in fact
we are rapidly very close of the desired shape see Figure  A comparison with a one level

conjugate gradient can be seen in Figure  where is sketched the decimal logarithm of the
cost functional with respect to the cost evaluations number the gradient iterations number
may be obtained dividing approximately the cost evaluations number by 

We have used this strategy for solving Test Case T of BriteEuram  Workshop see
 The change with respect to the above test case is that the pressure is now prescribed
on the xed symmetry axis at the bottom of the computational domain We have plotted
in Figure  respectively the decimal logarithm of the cost and of the gradient norm with
respect to the cost evaluation number the values are normalized by the initial value We
obtain a rather good initial convergence a reduction of ve orders of magnitude in 
gradient iterations ie  cost evaluations Then the convergence becomes more slow
due to a lower numerical sensitivity of pressure on axis with respect to nozzle shape

 Sensitivity to mesh size
We have seen in 
 that in the onelevel case a renement of the mesh slows down sig
nicantly the convergence We take here a ner mesh with  !    nodes and
 unknowns we have previously 
 !   
 nodes and  unknowns and we use
the strategy of the Section  ie a Full Vcycle beginning on the threeparameter level
Finally we obtain with less than one hundred iterations respectively six order of magnitude
for the ner mesh and seven order of magnitude for the coarser one see Figure  where
logj is normalised by the initial value
Thus the hierarchical approach seems to be a good answer for the mesh renement problem
This conrms the study carried out on a D linear example in Section 

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
 A transonic case
We consider now a transonic 	ow in the same nozzle geometry as in Section 
 the fareld
Mach number is equal to  instead of   The general features of the obtained 	ow iso
mach contours are shown in Figure 
The hierarchical method is applied a nested iteration on ve levels with conjugation and a
nested cubic interpolation We use the 
nodes mesh as in Section 

In Figure  we plot the following quantities  the logarithm of the cost  the logarithm
of the gradient and  the logarithm of the deviation from the optimal shape  jj desiredjj
as functions of iteration optimization number
These values are normalized by the initial value
The successive nozzle shapes are shown on Figure 
The results appear even better than for the subsonic case compare with Figures   and

        30 ISOMACH
Intervalle entre isovaleurs :     0.39591E-01
   MIN =    0.29109     ,   MAX =    1.4392
Figure  Distribution of the nal nozzle shape
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
	 Optimization with an approximate gradient
 Algorithm
We use now an approximate gradient obtained by divided nite dierences instead of an
exact gradient thus we have to compute only the cost function but N times if we have N
gradient components to obtain
In fact we apply a divided nite dierences gradient approach 
 

u  given
un ! un    'g

where the approximate gradient 'g is dened by 
 i  f    mg 'gi !
jun #  ei  jun


and ei is the ith canonical base vector of E and  is small enough
 Implementation
We use here the same notation as in Section  where the Hilbert space E and F are respec
tively IRm and IRl m  l   According to Lemma  we know that d ! PP gradE jun
is a descent direction in E at the nth optimization iteration of the algorithm 
Here the gradient of j is not computed exactly thus instead of d  we have an approximate
direction 'd ! P 'gF where 'gF is an approximate gradient in the space F 
Let v   F  the following equalities may be written also for all v elements of F 
 P  gradE jP v  v F ! gradF joP v  v F  
Then using the Frechet derivate denition and the linearity of P we obtain the following
expression 
 v  F  gradF joP v  v F! lim
 
jP v  # P v  jP v 

 
We can also dene 'gF as the divided nite dierences approximation of P gradE jun by
 i  f     lg 'gF i !
jun # P ei  jun

 
where ei is the ith canonical base vector of F and  a small xed real chosen in practice
equal to  in Section 
 of 
 the sensitivity to the choice of  value

Finally our iterative algorithm is the following one 
 

u  given
un ! un   P 'gF

where  ! arg min
r   
un   r P 'gF   
	 Numerical experiments
We consider the subsonic 	ow in a nozzle as dened in Section  and we compare the con
vergence speed for an exact gradient computation and for an approximate gradient one In
both cases we use a Full Vcycle on  levels     and  optimization parameters for
hierarchical strategy We compare rst the hierarchical approach gradient with the simple
gradient and the conjugate one
We see in Figure  that if we consider the convergence with respect to the iterations num
ber we obtain rather same results with the approximation gradient and the exact one it
just demonstrates that both gradients are computed accurately enough
While if we evaluate the CPU cost see Figure  for the exact gradient and Figure 
 for
the gradient obtained by divided nite dierences it appears that the convergence is rather
costly for the standard approximate gradient approach but not so bad for the combination
with the hierarchical approach We try to explain it in Table  which summarizes the CPU
times in second on CONVEX  and the number of cost computations the 
 rst itera
tion Note that at 
th iteration only the two hierarchical computations have converged of
nearly 
 orders of magnitude as asserted by the values of logj given in the last column We
have splitted in three principal steps our optimization iteration For the approximate ap
proach the gradient computation step is the most expensive one in the entire computation
In fact in the case without hierarchy we have to do N #  cost evaluations for the gradient
computation and only  cost evaluation for obtaining the cost function and few others for
the D minimization nally in our case ) of the CPU times is used to compute the
gradient With a hierarchical approach we use much less cost evaluations for the gradient
computation As a conclusion for the exact gradient approach using or not a hierarchical
strategy does not aect the CPU times per gradient step while for the approximate approach
the hierarchical strategy is three times less expensive

computation of D value
minimization total of
cost gradient logj
exact gradient 
 s 
 s  s 
 s

  
  
exact gradient  s  s  s  s
with hierarchy 
    
approximate  s  s  s 

 s
gradient 
 
 
  

approximate 
 s 
 s  s  s
gradient 
  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 

with hierarchy
Table  Comparison of CPU times seconds CONVEX  and number of cost evaluations
for dierent steps and for dierent strategies
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 Comparison with respect to iteration number
 Application to secondorder spatial accuracy
It may be rather tedious to implement an exact gradient for a secondorder accurate upwind
formulation because the approximation is much more complex to dierentiate In a previous
work we have tried to mix a gradient computed with the rstorder approximation with a
secondorder state equation but it seems to be not really interesting see Appendix  of 

Now the hierarchical approach allows us to consider a direct alternative since we can use a
divided nite dierences approximation for the gradient with a secondorder accuracy
To obtain secondorder accuracy we use a standard MUSCL approach  We have em
ployed here as in the rstorder case a Full Vcycle strategy on  levels In Figure  the
decimal logarithm is plotted with respect to the number of optimization iterations This
convergence is only slightly slower after a better starting
The obtained 	ow Mach contours is zoomed in Figure  if we compare with Figure 
obtained with a quite ner mesh it appears that the secondorder accuracy solution cap
tures better some features of the 	ow In particular in the region of the nozzle center the
isolines are more perpendicular to the axis and the maximum values are located on the wall
and not on the axis
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 Conclusion
We have explored a rather natural way to introduce a hierarchy of levels in a gradientbased
optimization process and we have applied it to a shape optimization problem in which
smooth parametrization is a severe prerequisite as showed in 
 With the options pre
sented a rather good answer is obtained in ten gradient iterations on coarser levels the
convergence of the global set of parameters needs at least  gradient iterations A rather
large number of parameters up to  could then be handled progressively and the conver
gence is not deteriorated by increasing the nodes number contrary to the one level case
Optimization can be stopped when a too small sensitivity of the 	ow with respect to the
shape is detected
In the case of approximate gradients computed by divided dierences the hierarchical
approach is still more favourable
One important feature of the presented approach is the possibility of further extensions
in particular the application to minimization with constraints is under study
Many eorts are still necessary to reach an algorithm that would be e%cient enough
for industrial use nding a way to combine hierarchical parametrization with faster basic
optimization conjugate gradient GMRES     should hopefully produce some progress
Instead of using a descent method another way consists in solving simultaneously mesh
variables 	ow equation and shape optimality see 
  It could be interesting to com
bine this type of method with a multilevel approach  we have made in  a rst investigation
in this direction
A last remark is that the presented hierarchical approach can be used as a system solver
that would be more easily applicable than multigrid but a priori algebraically more complex
than ON

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